Abstract: In 1995 T. Matsui considered a special family of 0/1-polytopes with an NP-complete criterion for vertex nonadjacency relation. In 2012 the author demonstrated that all polytopes of this family appear as faces of polytopes associated with the following NP-complete problems: the travelling salesman problem, the 3-satisfiability problem, the knapsack problem, the set covering problem, the partial ordering problem, the cube subgraph problem, and some others. Here it is shown that none of the polytopes of the aforementioned special family (with the exception of the one-dimensional segment) can appear as a face in a polytope associated with the problem of the maximum independent set, the set packing problem, the set partitioning problem, and the problem of 3-assignments.
Introduction
Let ∈ {0, 1}
× denote the matrix of incidences of the elements of a set = { 1 , . . . , } and the elements of a set = { 1 , . . . , } ⊆ 2 . The convex hull of the set cover ( ) = {x ∈ {0, 1}
x ⩾ 1} is called the set covering polytope. The family of all polytopes of this kind is denoted by cover = { cover ( )}. The name of the polytope is due to the fact that each vector x ∈ cover ( ) is the characteristic vector of an ensemble of sets in that cover the elements of the set . Since the set cover ( ) contains only 0/1-vectors (each component of a 0/1-vector is an element of the set {0, 1}), it coincides with the vertex set of this polytope.
In what follows for the sake of brevity we often identity polytopes with their vertex sets.
The double covering polytope [3] is the convex hull of the set 2cover ( ) = {x ∈ {0, 1} x = 2}, (1) where is an -by-0/1-matrix with exactly four entries 1 in each row, 2 is an -vector all of whose components equal 2. The family of all polytopes of this kind is denoted by 2cover = { 2cover ( )}.
In 1995 T. Matsui showed [9] that the problem of recognizing the nonadjacency of two vertices in some double covering polytopes is NP-complete. In 2012 the author of this work demonstrated [3] (the full version of that work is published in [4] ) that all polytopes of the family 2cover appear as faces in polytopes associated with the following NP-complete problems: the travelling salesman problem, the 3-satisfiability problem, the knapsack problem, the set covering problem, the partial ordering problem, the cube subgraph problem, and some others. In particular, this means that for these families the problem of recognizing the nonadjacency of two vertices is NP-complete as well. Thereby we generalized the results obtained by Papadimitriou, Chung, Geist and Rodin, Matsui, Bondarenko and Yurov, Alfakih and Murty, Fiorini (see references in [4] ). On the other hand, it is known [6, 7, 5] that the nonadjacency of two vertices can be recongnized in polynomial time for polytopes associated with the following NP-complete problems: the problem of the maximum independent set in a graph, the set packing problem, the set partitioning problem, and the problem of 3-assignments. In [8] it is shown that each polytope belonging to either of these four families appears as a face in a double covering polytope, but the double covering polytope conv{x ∈ {0, 1}
is contained as a face in none of the polytopes belonging to these families.
Below we consider the subfamily matsui of the family 2cover described by Matsui [9] ; for polytopes of this subfamily the problem of recognizing the nonadjacency of two vertices is also NP-complete. We show that polytopes belonging to the aforementioned four families, in which the problem of adjacency of two vertices is solvable in polynomial time, appear as faces in polytopes of this subfamily. On the other hand, we demonstrate that none of the polytopes that lie in matsui with the exception of the one-dimensional segment can appear as a face in a polytope belonging to either of these four families.
Definitions and agreements
For {1, 2, . . . , } we use the conventional notation [ ].
In this work we consider only 0/1-polytopes, that is, convex polytopes whose vertices are 0/1-vectors. Next, all polytopes are specified by means of describing their vertex sets (details of this description are given below) and all operations over polytopes considered below are reduced to operations over their vertex sets. In particular, we employ the following well-known facts.
Let be a polytope and :
→ ℝ an affine (linear) mapping. Then = ( ) is a polytope and ext( ) = (ext( )), where ext(⋅) is the vertex set of the corresponding polytope. In the case of a one-to-one mapping : → the polytopes and are said to be affinely equivalent.
Let be the vertex set of the polytope = conv( ) and a supporting 1 hyperplane of this polytope.
The set = ∩ is called a face of the polytope . It is easy to see that ∩ is the vertex set of this face.
In this work we use no other operations over polytopes than the affine mapping and the intersection with a supporting hyperplane. That is why for the sake of brevity we identify polytopes (as well as their faces) with their vertex sets. Definition 1. Each family of polytopes considered in this work is defined by the following triple: 1. The set of input parameters recognizable in polynomial time. (For instance, for the set covering polytope cover ( ) the input parameters ∈ are the matrices ∈ {0, 1} × .) 2. Dimension = ( ) ∈ ℕ, ∈ . 3. Admissibility predicate = ( , ) ∈ {true, false}, ∈ , ∈ {0, 1} , which can be evaluated in polynomial time.
Each polytope of such a family is uniquely defined by the ensemble of parameters ∈ , which below is referred to as the code of the polytope, it is the convex hull of the set ( ) = { ∈ {0, 1} = ( ), ( , )}.
Accordingly, { ( ) | ∈ } is the entire family of polytopes.
Note that the dimension of the polytope conv( ( )) may significantly differ from the dimension ( ) of the space in which it is defined.
1 A hyperplane is called a supporting hyperplane of a polytope if ∩ ̸ = ⌀ and the polytope is entirely contained in one of the two closed half-spaces bounded by the hyperplane.
For a family of polytopes specified by Definition 1 the problem of checking the nonadjacency of two vertices is formulated as follows. Given the code of a polytope ∈ and a pair of vertices 1 , 2 ∈ ( ), it is required to decide whether and are nonadjacent. This problem belongs to the class NP for the following reasons. First, the conditions ∈ and 1 , 2 ∈ ( ) can be checked in polynomial time. Second, by Carathéodory's theorem (see, for example, [2] ) for any two nonadjacent vertices 1 , 2 ∈ ( ) one can find a subset ⊆ ( ) \ { 1 , 2 } consisting of at most vertices and such that conv( ) ∩ conv{ 1 , 2 } ̸ = ⌀.
Note that the input length 2 for the problem of checking the nonadjacency of vertices is proportional to the length of the code summed up with the dimension ( ). In the definition below this sum is referred to as the size of the corresponding polytope.
Definition 2.
A family of polytopes affinely reduces to a family if for each polytope ∈ there exists a ∈ and an affine mapping : → such that: 1. The image ( ) is a (not necessarily proper) face of the polytope and it is affinely equivalent to . Below this fact is denoted by ⩽ .
2. The dimension of the space in which the polytope is specified is bounded from above by a polynomial in the dimension of the space for . 3. The length of the code for the polytope is bounded from above by a polynomial in the size of the polytope . 4. The coefficients of the affine mapping can be computed in polynomial time in the size of the polytope . Remark 1. The definition given above differs from the definition of the affine reducibility introduced in [4, 8] by the additional conditions 3 and 4 (that the polytope has polynomial length and that the coefficients of the affine mapping are polynomially computable). However, for all occasions of affine reducibility mentioned in [4, 8] the validity of these conditions is easily verified, as soon as the corresponding affine mappings are described explicitly.
The fact that a family affinely reduces to a familty is commonly established in the following way. For each ∈ one describes the polytope ∈ , its face , and the one-to-one affine mapping : → . The validity of conditions 2-4 of Definition 2 is usually evident.
Affine reducibility allows comparing various characteristics of families of polytopes [8] . In particular, if a family affinely reduces to and the problem of checking the nonadjacency of vertices for polytopes in is NP-complete, then this problem for is NP-complete as well.
By analogy with the set covering polytope one can define the set packing polytope
and the set partition polytope [2, p. 135] part ( ) = {x ∈ {0, 1} x = 1}, where the matrix ∈ {0, 1}
× is the code of the polytope. A particular case of the set packing polytope is the the maximum independent set polytope of the graph = ( , ):
It is known [8] that the families of maximum independent set polytopes, set packing polytopes, set partition polytopes, and three index assignment polytopes affinely reduce to each other.
Matsui polytopes
Below for the sake of simplicity we describe the special subfamily matsui of the family of double covering polytopes in a more convenient way than in the original work [9] .
First of all note that the problem of deciding «Whether the set partition polytope part ( ) contains at least one point?» is NP-complete even if each row of the matrix contains exactly three entries 1 [9, 1] 
1 + 2 + +̄= 2.
And for each constraint of the type + + = 1, < < , from the description of part ( ) (the case where contains no rows is left out of consideration) we augment the description of the set matsui ( ) with the constraint 3 + + + = 2. Hence, for any matrix ∈ {0, 1}
× having exactly three entries 1 in each row one can easily describe a matrix ∈ {0, 1} (2 + )×(3 +5) having four entries 1 in each row and such that matsui ( ) is the face of the polytope 2cover ( ) that lies in the intersection of the hyperplanes = 0 and = 1 (which are supporting hyperplanes for 2cover ( )). Moreover, in [9] Matsui describes a double covering polytope which is affinely equivalent to matsui ( ); however, that description involves more variables and constraints and for this reason we do not reproduce it here. Now let us note that the constraints
define the face of the polytope matsui ( ) affinely equivalent to the polytope part ( ). Thus,
provided that each row of the matrix contains exactly three entries 1. The same is true for the following triples of constraints: 1)
Let us introduce the following notation for these faces (more precisely, for their vertex sets):
Note that no two of these four faces have common points. Moreover,
The constraints are satisfied by exactly one vertex of the polytope matsui ( ) having the coordinates =̄= 1,
Denote this vertex by x 0 . Similarly, if
Denote this vertex byx 0 . Evidently, x 0 +x 0 = 1.
It follows from the above arguments that Since the family part affinely reduces to stab [8] , it is sufficient to show that for any graph = ( , ), | | > 0, | | > 0, one can construct a matrix having three entries 1 in each row and such that stab ( ) ⩽ part ( ).
Note that if , ∈ {0, 1}, then the inequality + ⩽ 1 in the definition of the polytope stab ( ) can be replaced with the equality + + = 1, where ∈ {0, 1} is an auxiliary variable which linearly depends on and . Hence, the polytope stab ( ), = ( , ), is affinely equivalent to some part ( ), where the matrix ∈ {0, 1} | |×(| |+| |) contains exactly three entries 1 in each row [8] .
Proposition 1.
The families stab , part , pack and the polytopes of the three index assignment problem affinely reduce to matsui .
Proposition 1 follows from the above reasonings and relation (5).
As is known [6] , for polytopes in stab ( ) there is a simple criterion for checking the nonadjacency of vertices. Accordingly, under the assumption NP ̸ = P the family matsui cannot be affinely reduced to stab . Let us show that even without the assumption NP ̸ = P no one nontrivial polytope belonging to the family matsui can appear as a face in a polytope of the family stab .
Theorem 2.
Unless the polytope matsui ( ) is a segment, the relation matsui ( ) ⩽ stab ( ) can hold for no graph .
Thus, polytopes for which the problem of checking the nonadjacency of vertices is NP-complete (associated with the travelling salesman problem, the 3-satisfiability problem, the knapsack problem, the set covering problem, the partial ordering problem, and the cube subgraph problem) are fundamentally and unconditionally distinct in their structure from set packing polytopes, set partition polytopes, polytopes of maximum independent sets in a graph, and three index assignments polytopes.
Proof of Theorem 2
As was noted above, the polytope matsui ( ) necessarily contains a pair of vertices x 0 andx 0 and several quadruples of vertices of the form
according to (6),
Suppose that matsui ( ) is affinely equivalent to a face = {y 0 ,ȳ 0 , . . . , y 2k ,ȳ 2k } of the polytope stab ( ) for a graph = ( , ). It is evident that the vertices of this face should inherit the property (7):
Let us demonstrate that the polytope stab ( ) contains one more pair of vertices y * andȳ * such that
This means that the intersection of conv{y * ,ȳ * } and conv( ) is nonempty. Hence, is not a face of stab ( ). Since each vertex in stab ( ) is a 0/1-vector, relations (8) and (9) yield the equalities * =̄ * = 0 =̄0 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = 2 =̄2 for ∈ .
(10)
Below we consider the set of indices for which the corresponding coordinates take distinct values for each pair of vertices (see Fig. 1 ):
Evidently, ̸ = ⌀. Fix an index 0 ∈ and for each ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 } define the set
By construction, these sets are pairwise distinct and 0 ∈ (see Fig. 1 ). For each consider its complement = \ . The sets and̄exhibit the following property.
Property 1.
For any ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 } and any , ∈ (as well as for any , ∈̄) one can find a vertex y ∈ such that = = 1. This means that the description of the polytope stab ( ) does not involve the inequality + ⩽ 1.
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Now let us recall the notion of symmetric difference of two sets and :
△ = ( \ ) ∪ ( \ ).
The symmetric difference has the following properties: 1. I. Let , ∈ , ̸ = . Since for ∈ the th coordinates of the vertices of the face and the vectors y * andȳ * coincide, the validity of the inequality + ⩽ 1 for implies the validity of the same inequality for the vectors y * andȳ * .
II. Let ∈ , ∈ . (The case ∈ , ∈ is treated in the same way.) Then 0 +̄0 = * +̄ * = 1. Hence, max{ * ,̄ * } = max{ 0 ,̄0} = 1. Again, the validity of the inequality + ⩽ 1 for implies the validity of the same inequality for y * andȳ * .
III. Let ∈ , ∈ \ . (The case ∈ , ∈ \ is treated in the same way.) Then * + * =̄ * +̄ * = 1 and the desired constraint is satisfied.
IV. Let , ∈ , ̸ = , where = △ △ . (The case , ∈ \ , ̸ = , is treated in the same way.) For each ∈ let us define a 3-vector z ∈ {0, 1} 3 with the coordinates
It follows from the condition = △ △ that the sum of the coordinates of the vector z equals either one or three. This means that for any , ∈ the vectors z and z have at least one component with the same value. In other words, and simultaneously belong to (at least) one of the following six sets: , , ,̄, ,̄. In this case, by virtue of the property 1, the description of the polytope stab ( ) does not involve the inequality + ⩽ 1.
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that there is a set such that the vector y * = y * ( ) (and the vectorȳ * =ȳ * ( )) differs from all other vertices of the face . △ ̸ = ⌀ and △ ̸ = , for ̸ = .
Now suppose that > 1. Consider the sets of the form 0 △ 1 △ , 2 ⩽ ⩽ 2 .
As was noted above, Thus, all indices and which satisfy relation (11) are partitioned into disjoint pairs. However, the set {2, 3, . . . , 2 } contains an odd number of indices. Hence, there is and index ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 2 } for which (0, 1, ) = 0 △ 1 △ differs from each of the sets and̄, 0 ⩽ ⩽ 2 .
